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 The traditional postal business in the Internet under the impact of the new media 
model of rapid decline, paper letters and newspaper communication, reading lifestyle 
gradually fade out of people's daily life, resulting in mail, mailbox and other basic 
resources waste long time. In the same period, the rapid development of express 
delivery industry, high-speed growth is the service change out of touch, the end of the 
delivery service industry to become one of the bottlenecks, low quality of service, 
supervision is not in place and other issues continue to highlight. The express delivery 
of the courier and the establishment of community express delivery station seems to 
be the only solution at the end of the delivery, but its quality or quantity from the 
point of view are not a good solution to these problems.  
 The geographical position and supporting resources in this system by using the 
traditional Xinbaoxiang richly endowed by nature, to upgrade its convenience by 
means of science and technology, built a unified platform for brand terminal service 
standards, so as to create a new mode of service delivery is the end of a good solution. 
The technology, the Internet / mobile Internet, networking, cloud computing 
technology rapid integration and development, network integration will be more 
convenient to build the wisdom of life, these technologies allow users to accomplish 
business operations through the application of mobile phone online or remote, greatly 
enrich the user experience by mail. Business environment, clear and postal services 
and courier service integration business process, the reconstruction to online 
application system, build a cabinet control system and intelligent mobile terminal 
three party application interaction system to distributed cloud based platform for 
supporting the use of advanced technology and open source mobile terminal. 
 The ultimate goal of using inter terminal cross platform, distributed storage and 
cloud computing and other related technologies, the establishment of a set of 
advanced technology, intelligent channel high security and high convenience, high 
humanized design of the box platform system, promote the management 
standardization, standardization of services, is conducive to saving resources, 















For the owners, the courier, the postman to provide mobile Internet / Networking 
extension service, through the open platform concept for the government's supervision 
units, other enterprises and institutions and other third parties to provide convenient 
access, and ultimately the formation of open, advanced, benign courier service 
industry ecosystem. 
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增长趋势。2016 年快递服务企业业务量完成 312.8 亿件，同比增长 51.4%；快递
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